FILM BREAKDOWN
ALL QUESTIONS ARE BASED ON THE HIGHLIGHT REEL "LAMAR PETERS ADDS 22 POINTS OFF THE BENCH"
POSTED BY THE WESTCHESTER KNICKS ON FEBRUARY 21, 2020 VIA YOUTUBE.

ANSWER KEY

1. FIRST PLAY (0:00): WHERE DID LAMAR PETERS TAKE HIS FIRST SHOT?
   D. THE RIGHT WING

2. SECOND PLAY (0:11): WHAT MOVE DID LAMAR PETERS DO PRIOR TO LAYING THE BALL UP FOLLOWING HIS MISS?
   A. PUMP FAKE

3. THIRD PLAY (0:28): OFFENSIVELY, WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING BEST DESCRIBES THIS PLAY SEQUENCE?
   B. INBOUNDS

4. FOURTH PLAY (0:38): WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING BEST DESCRIBES THE LAMAR PETERS PASS?
   A. HAND OFF

5. FIFTH PLAY (0:49): WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING BEST DESCRIBES THE LAMAR PETERS SCORING PLAY?
   A. DRIBBLE DRIVE

6. SIXTH PLAY (0:58): WHERE WAS KADEEM ALLEN WHEN LAMAR PETERS PASSED HIM THE BALL?
   B. THE PAINT AREA

7. SIXTH PLAY (0:58): WHAT ACTION WAS COMMITTED AGAINST KADEEM ALLEN?
   C. A FOUL

8. SEVENTH PLAY (1:14): WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING BEST DESCRIBES LAMAR PETERS' SHOT?
   A. STEPBACK

9. EIGHTH PLAY (1:27): BE THE COMMENTATOR! WRITE DOWN YOUR PLAY-BY-PLAY FOR THIS SEQUENCE.
   ANSWER VARIES

10. WHICH WAS YOUR FAVORITE PLAY? WHY?
    ANSWER VARIES
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